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Klenk® Aviation Snips

Made in the USA since 1934 --
l Superior materials
l Individual craftsmanship
l Rigorous series of quality checks

What Our Customers Say:
 “This is a product in an entire different 
class from virtually all other snips, truly a well made 
product for the craftsman who has an appreciation for 
great tools made old school.”



Klenk Aviation Snips with
Built-in Wire Cutter

Allows cutting of hardened wire 
-- No more nicked snip blades!

(Featured on 10½" models 
MA70530-580)  

Comfortable:
Softer grip gives you 
control  and is easier 

on your hands!

Heat-treated,
Precision-ground 

Blades:
The most durable in 

the industry!

Grade 8 
Pivot Bolt:

Adds strength!

What Our Customers Say:
 “My old cheap snips caused so much trouble I threw them away and got these. The 
difference is amazing. These are sturdy and do the job well. They cut cleanly.”

 “This is a product in an entire different class from virtually all other snips, truly a well 
made product for the craftsman who has an appreciation for great tools made old school.”

 “I have had many different types of aviation snips in my 30 years of HVAC trade, but 
I have never used a pair of snips like Klenks, excellent American made product.” 

What Our Customers Say:
 “I have been a roofing and gutter man for 21 years, I have tried just about every 
brand of snips available. The Klenks are hands down better than any other -- they stay sharp 
longer, they are designed and ground to allow tighter turning, the reds and greens ergonomic/
spur model are easier on your wrist and fingers if you use them a lot. They are easily worth the 
few dollars extra over other brands”

 “I bought these on the recommendation from the teacher of a workshop I had taken 
and was not disappointed. They work great and I have been recommending them to my stu-
dents ever since.” 

Klenk® Aviation Snips
MOST DURABLE + EASIEST CUTTING + MOST COMFORTABLE

Comfortable:
Softer grip gives you 
control and is easier 

on your hands!

Strong Blades:
Keep cutting long after
other snips give out!

Unique Flat Blade Design:
For the easiest turning snip --

handling straight cuts, tight curves, 
angles, and circles more easily

than any other aviation snip!

Small Profile Tips:
For easier access into

holes and tight spaces!

Efficient:
Snip handles open

only 4½"!

Klenk® Offset Snips
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MODEL # CUT 10½" KLENK AVIATION SNIPS WEIGHT

MA70530 1½" left/straight cut with Built-in Wire Cutter, original handles 0.960 lbs.

MA70540 1½" right/straight cut with Built-in Wire Cutter, original handles 0.960 lbs.

MA70550 1½" straight cut/slight curves with Built-in Wire Cutter, original handles 0.960 lbs.

MA70560 1½" left/straight cut with Built-in Wire Cutter, parallel handles 0.960 lbs.

MA70570 1½" right/straight cut with Built-in Wire Cutter, parallel handles 0.960 lbs.

MA70580 1½" straight cut/slight curves with Built-in Wire Cutter, parallel handles 0.960 lbs.

MODEL # CUT 9½" KLENK AVIATION SNIPS WEIGHT

MA70030 1¼" left/straight cut, parallel handles (not pictured) 0.840 lbs.

MA70040 1¼" right/straight cut, parallel handles (not pictured) 0.840 lbs.

MA70050 1¼" straight cut/slight curves, parallel handles (not pictured) 0.840 lbs.

Klenk® Aviation Snips

MODEL # CUT 10½" KLENK COPPER CUTTING SNIPS WEIGHT

MA74520 1½" left/straight cut, parallel handles 0.960 lbs.

MA74530 1½" right/straight cut, parallel handles 0.960 lbs.

MA74510 1½" straight cut/slight curves, parallel handles 0.960 lbs.

Klenk® Copper Cutting Aviation Snips
Cuts A Smooth Edge -- Leaves No Teeth Marks!

• Get the extra leverage and cutting power of a compound-action 
snip with the smooth cut of a pattern snip

• Leaves no teeth marks in metal
• Perfect for architectural metals -- COPPER, BRASS, and pre-

coated metals where a smooth cut edge is needed
• Recommended for ZINC metals, used extensively in the building 

industry in roofing, flashing, and weatherproofing applications

Klenk® Bulldog Snips
• Short bite, serrated blades, and long leverage for heavier gauge 

metal
• Hardened blades and bolt
• Ergonomic handle and comfortable design
• Ideal for “S” slips and drives
• Works well on t-bar used in drop ceilings and extruded aluminum 

used in doors and window frames

MODEL # 9" KLENK BULLDOG SNIPS WEIGHT

MA74500 Klenk Bulldog Snips, 9-1/8" long, 3/4" cut 0.760 lbs.

MODEL # CUT 10½" KLENK OFFSET AVIATION SNIPS WEIGHT

MA75200 1d" left/straight cut, parallel handles 1.060 lbs.

MA75210 1d" right/straight cut, parallel handles 1.060 lbs.

Klenk® Offset Aviation Snips
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